I Love being a legend because I feel like I can always be myself. In my past years with Cheer
Legendz I have always had the best squads, new friendships and I'm sure it will carry on with every
new season. I have always said that Cheer Legendz is like my home away from home. And the people
i meet there are incredible and i would have never had the chance to meet them unless I did Cheer
Legendz. I feel with everyone i know and have become so close to with the past years are like family
to me :) and I'm sure this amazing experience will continue on with my coming years with Cheer
Legendz~ Stephanie, Leopardz, Age 13
thank you for being my coach u made us win by convincing us.. :) ~ Madelynn, Bearcatz, Age 10
cheer legendZ rocks ~ Brett, Tigerz, age 6
I love being a Legend because everyone is counted on being part of the team and no one is left out
of the fun and hard work we give each practice. ~ Kayli, Bearcatz, age 11.
I love being a Legend because the coaches are nice and Fernando rocks! ~ Jackie, Original Legend,
Tigerz, age 12.
I love being a Legend because I get a good work out. ~ Sydney, Original Legend, Bearcatz, age 9.
I love being a Legend because I feel like CLZ is my home! I am proud to do cheerleading and hip hop
here because this is a wonderful place! Here teamwork is important and I always feel like part of
the team. ~ Megan, Original Legend, Bearcatz, age 11.
I love it here because the coaches act like kids and the coaches make me feel like its ok if I mess
up because I can try again to make it right. ~ Megan, Original Legend,Tigerz, age 12.
I love being a Legend because there are great coaches and great teams. I love Legendz! ~ Ashley,
Original Legend, Cheetahz, age 8.
I love the gym and thank you for doing so much. The coaches are fun! Thanx. It’s great! Thank
you so much. ~ Kaylee, Bearcatz & Tigerz, age 11.
Why do I love being a Legend? Two Words: Coach Anthony. ~ Anonymous.
I like being a Legend because I know a lot of people at the gym, they have hip hop and cheer, we win
a lot, it is close to my house, and I have lots of friends there. P.S. I forgot to mention the coaches!
~ Payton, Original Legend, Cheetahz & Tigerz, age 11.
I have been a Legend for two years now, and I love it like I love candy. A lot of people say “Why do
you cheer? It’s not even a sport.” I don’t know why it is not considered one because it is the most
demanding and you put a ton of energy into performing. I love tumbling, stunting, traveling, etc.
But that’s not why I love cheer. I have all my friends. These friends are long lasting. You spend a
lot of time with them. That’s why I love cheer! ~ Madison, Bearcatz, age 12.
I love being a Legend because they make you stronger inside and out. I love being a Legend! ~
Ashley, Original Legend, Tigerz, age 8.
I like being a Legend because the coaches do not give up on you and you make great friends. Plus
you have a lot of fun! ~ Morgan, Tigerz, age 12.
I love being a Legend because everyone is so committed to what they’re doing. Also everyone works
so, so hard! I love Legendz! ~ Brianna, Original Legend, Bearcatz, age 8.

They always make me excited to go to practice. Why I love being a Legend is because I feel that I
can get more accomplished and that I love the coaches. My most favorite is that we get to go out
of town and we get to meet new friends and get to travel with them. Also because I get to fly and
when we compete we have fun while on the stage. Also that I get to try to do my back handsprings.
Sometimes we get to have a fun practice and just play around and play games. Also I get to go to
school and brag to my classmates that I won 1st. Also that I brag and tell my friends how good we
are and make them want to come and join Cheer Legendz instead of being on another team. And
that we just have a good gym to practice in and have fun. That’s why I love being a Legend. ~ Alex,
Leopardz, age 14.
I love being a Legend because I have so many friends and it gives me something to look forward to.
I love all the coaches. My favorite part are the competitions. I LOVE to travel and have parties an
hotel rooms and stunting in the pool. There are many other reasons but that could take forever! ~
Lauren, Bearcatz, age 12.
I like being a Legend because it gives me something to do. I like it AND ONLY COOL PEOPLE ARE
LEGENDZ!!! ~ Sydney, Cheetahz, age 11.
It’s great to be a Legend! I think Cheer Legendz has helped a lot. Even though I am going to be
moving I will miss it here so much! At try-outs I did my back tuck and landed it. I was so happy and
Fernando was so proud of me. Then I got sick and lost my tuck. Fernando, Tony and Anthony are
helping me at least get it back. With this kind of help I’m sure I will. At first, I wasn’t in hip hop
but now I am and Fernando and Francesca make it so fun. I didn’t know what I was missing. At one
competition every team of Cheer Legendz won first and medals, and every Grand they handed out
was for Cheer Legendz. It’s great to be with a team like Cheer Legendz. It’s an all around perfect
squad. I sure will miss it here when I move. ~ Kaylee, Original Legend, Bearcatz & Tigerz, age 11.
I love being a Legend because we’re like a family. We always give each other support. Also the
coaches are awesome. They give you great confidence and advice. At Cheer Legendz all athletes
are respectful and we all look out for each other. At Cheer Legendz we always welcome new people,
or should I say that everyone belongs. I love Cheer Legendz!!! :) Rachel, Cougarz, Age 12.
I love being a Legend because we are lucky to have Fernando on our team!, Briana, age 11, Bearcatz

